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Miles Tow Trucks or MTT is a family owned tow truck manufacturing company located in İstanbul, Turkey. 
The company has more than 30 years of experience in manufacturing high quality hydraulic equipment. Its             
innovative and hardworking team has made MTT the bravest and best motivated tow truck brand in the world. 

Since 2001, MTT is the largest tow truck manufacturer by quantity in Turkey. MTT achieved a global success 
as well in international markets by offering innovative designs, fastest operation features, safer mechanisms, 
longer product life metrics and lower maintenance metrics. As of today, MTT is not solely a manufacturer, but 
also provides consultancy services for public authorities to plan, procure and operate their recovery and tow 
trucks, as it has been doing for Istanbul Municipality for 17 years. 

MTT manufactures and supplies a wide range of tow trucks for both public authorities and private sector    
owners. MTT manufactures Eurolift Side Loader Truck (MTT 4011), Sliding Platform Recovery Truck (MTT 
4021) and Crane Equipped Lift Away Truck (MTT  4031) as standard production and most selling products, but 
have many other custom made tow truck options as well, such as fullbed recovery truck, heavy duty wrecker 
truck and rotating sliding platform truck. Thanks to the country-configuration applied before delivery, MTT 
assures its partners that the tow trucks will be fully compatible with the country of use in terms of the weather 
conditions, road conditions and traffic inspection requirements. 

MTT’s vision is to continue its success achieved in Europe on a global scale and be a leading tow trucks       
manufacturer in the world with strict adherence to work ethics, quality assurance and customer satisfaction.
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Miles Tow Trucks

GLOBAL PARTNERS

Municipality & City

Traffic Departments, 
Police Departments & Public Institutions

Chassis Providers

Chișinău

Iraqi 
Police

Baku 
Municipality

Kuwait Police

Government 
of Moscow

Main Police 
Department of 

Baku City

Kuwait 
Municipality

Moldova 
General Police 
Inspectorate

Kyiv City 
Council

Morocco 
Police

İstanbul 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Türk Polis Teşkilatını 
Güçlendirme Vakfı

Muscat 
Municipality

İstanbul Zabıta 
Daire Başkanlığı

Municipalidad 
Metropolitana 

de Lima

Royal Oman 
Police

Mayoralty 
of Baghdad

Qatar Traffic 
Police

Mayor of 
Bucharest

Politia 
Romana

Lungsod NG 
Maynila

Policia Nacional 
Del Peru

Doha Municipality

Lima Police 
Department

TCDD
İstanbul 

Trafik Vakfı İspark TCK
İzmir 

Trafik Vakfı

İzmir
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Bursa 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Antalya 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Konya 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Ankara
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Edirne 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Samsun 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Diyarbakır 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Malatya 
Büyükşehir 
Belediyesi

Eskişehir 
Büyükşehir 
BelediyesiT.C. Bursa Valiliği

Mercedes - 
Benz IVECO Mitsubishi Volvo Ford Scania FOTONHyundaiIsuzuHinoMAN

Rabat 
Commune
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Miles Eurolift Truck is MTT’s most selling product, well-known as the most secure and the fastest way of towing a vehicle. 
Miles Eurolift Truck can respond to today’s megacity problems by evacuating the vehicles within less than 60 seconds without 
making the city traffic waits and without damaging the vehicles. 

The exceptionally well-designed Miles Eurolift Truck has become the first choice of global business partners, municipality, 
traffic departments, police departments and public institutions. Miles Eurolift Trucks are equipped with the most advanced    
mechanical, hydraulic and electronic mechanisms, assuring that system handling tasks are now more in an efficient manner, 
providing longer product life cycles and lower maintenance metric than ever. It allows the operator to handle the operation 
solely by controlling and monitoring from the inside of the cabinet via usage of interchangeable quad screen HD monitor,         
under-chassis camera system and joystick panel without operator getting out of the truck cabinet.

MTT Eurolift Truck - MTT 4011

MTT Eurolift Truck - MTT 4011

Standard commercial chassis 
(Iveco, Mercedes-Benz,  MAN, Volvo, etc)

12.000 kg (upgrade to 15.000 kg optional)

MTT double tower lifting system 
with four hydraulic chassis stabilizers.

2500 kg (other payload upon request)

Joystick control pannel in the cabinet, 
valve block control

Rotating beacon
Night lighting
Audio warning device

Rear towing equipment 
Available upon request

Typical Options  :

Control  :

Lifting Capacity  :

Lifting Mechanism :

GVW :

Chassis :

Additional Options :

MODEL

Technical Specifications 
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Miles Tow Trucks

MTT 4011 ensures to provide all clients the best possible return on their investment thanks to its; fast operational         

features, safe towing mechanisms, longer product life cycles, and lower maintenance metrics.
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MTT Sliding Platform Recovery Truck is an advantageous choice of global partners with its powerful performance, improved design 
and longevity. MTT offers its customers a wide range of capacity options between 2.500 kg and 50.000 kg for a wide range of use.

Its improved design allows you to pull malfunctioned and crashed vehicles with its powerful performance, advanced load platform, 
and offers improved viewing angle and excellent maneuverability. MTT Sliding Platform Recovery Trucks are not affected by harsh 
weather conditions and ambient conditions with specially developed galvanized steel coating technology. 

The operator must manually connect the rope from the drum to the conveyance by using the hooks on the side of front tires of the 
vehicle and load it quickly and reliably thanks to hydraulically operated adjacent frame by pulling it onto the carriage, the safety straps 
and vehicle tire support brackets are essential way of keeping the vehicle still while it is transported.

MTT Sliding Platform 
Recovery Truck - MTT 4021

Rotating beacon
Night lighting
Audio warning device

Rear towing equipment
Available upon request

Typical Options  :

Additional Options :

MTT Sliding Platform Recovery Truck - MTT 4021 
MTT Crane Equipped Sliding Platform Recovery Truck - MTT 4022

Standard commercial chassis (Iveco, Isuzu, 
Mercedes-Benz,  MAN, Volvo, etc)

10.000 kg (upgrade to 12.000 kg optional)
15.000 kg (upgrade to 18.000 kg optional)
32.000 kg (upgrade to 36.000 kg optional)

5.000 kg (other payload upon request)
8.000 kg (other payload upon request)
15.000 kg (other payload upon request)

Sliding Type

6 m x 2.3 m
7 m x 2.5 m
8.6 m x 2.5 m

Platform Dimension:

Body Platform  :

Lifting Capacity  :

GVW :

Chassis :

MODEL

Technical Specifications 
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MTT Crane Equipped Lift Away Truck – MTT 4031 performs all rescue and vehicle towing tasks efficiently with state-of-
the-art crane equipment. The loading platform with improved crane equipment and ergonomic structure provides integrity with 
quality design and production processes and provides an advantage in rescue and towing operations. MTT Crane Equipped 
Lift Away Truck demonstrates fast operational solutions with its specially lightened structure and improved Crane. The system       
allows the operator to lift and load the vehicle quickly and reliably thanks to the crane which is attached to the load-car’s 4 
wheels and controlled effectively by the operator’s observation. The system is supported by the best specially developed         
mechanical, hydraulic and electronic components, offering safe towing mechanisms. MTT Crane Equipped Lift Away Truck with 
maximum quality even in all difficult conditions and is called the world’s longest-lasting auto savior. It has a dynamic structure, 
fast operation time, long life cycle, as well as a low maintenance metric, as all its parts are carefully designed by Miles engineers. 
It is the ideal choice of municipality, traffic departments, police departments, public institutions.

Rotating beacon
Night lighting
Audio warning device

Rear towing equipment
Available upon request

Typical Options  :

Additional Options :

MTT Crane Equipped Lift Away Truck - MTT 4031

Standard commercial chassis (Iveco, 
Mercedes-Benz,  MAN, Volvo, etc)

10.000 kg (upgrade to 12.000 kg optional)

15,7 ton/meter (other payload upon 
request)

7590 kg at 2.05 meters; 4180 kg at 3.75 
meters ; 2805 kg at 5.55 meters ; 2090 
kg at 7.35 meters (other loading capacity 
options upon request)

4 units stabilizers, rotator, H-apparatus, 
type graspers and ropes

Fixed type

Telescopic boom with 1 folding and 3 
hydraulic extensions

Body Platform :

Boom :

Load Chart  :

Crane  :

Max. Lift. Moment :

GVW :

Chassis :

MODEL

Technical Specifications 

MTT Crane Equipped 
Lift Away Truck - MTT 4031
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Miles Tow Trucks

MTT Rear Towing Equipment – MTT 4041 is built to lift up vehicles and tow heavy machineries where it is attached at the end 
of the Miles Tow Trucks. Our rear towing equipment can make the heavy-duty towing jobs go smooth with its durability, efficiency 
and convenience. MTT Rear Towing Equipment  varies from other towing hooks with its advanced mechanism. This time-saving and 
cost-efficient equipment is designed to handle a towing operation of two vehicles at the same time for our tow trucks.  

MTT Rear Towing Equipment - MTT 4041
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We are proud of being the first choice of public institutions in the solution of vehicle towing    
systems. Especially in Europe and Gulf Countries, MTT branded tow trucks are the symbol of quality 
and innovation. 

Thanks to the country-configuration applied before delivery, MTT assures its partners that the 
tow trucks will be fully compatible with the country of use in terms of the weather conditions, road 
conditions and traffic inspection requirements. In addition to the 2-year full product warranty, a 
5-year product performance warranty is also provided to the customer when the country configuration 
package is added.

Our Global Vision



Miles Tow Trucks
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M T T  L o c a t i o n

info@miles.com.tr

+90 216 311 00 22

Eyüpsultan Mah. Kalender Sk. No.36/A 
34885 Sancaktepe / İstanbul

www.milestowtrucks.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/milestowtruck


